MRS. WILLIAM STEVENS ROBINSON
(HARRIET JANE HANSON ROBINSON)

Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson to her diary: “We have good
authority for believing that his closet was often
replenished from his mother’s larders.”
Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson to her diary: “He is
considered to resemble Mr. Emerson, but I do not think
he does. Mr. E. is a god by the side of him.”
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1825

February 8, Tuesday: Harriet Jane Hanson was born in Boston, the only daughter of William Hanson and
Harriet Browne Hanson.

1831
Harriet Jane Hanson’s father William Hanson died while she was but five or six years of age. Harriet would
move with her mother Harriet Browne Hanson from Boston to the mill town of Lowell, Massachusetts — and
at the age of ten be put to work in one of the mills.

1835
The town of Lowell MA supported the creation of separate Catholic schools.
Boott Cotton Mills was incorporated in Lowell MA.
The Tri-Weekly Courier began publication in Lowell MA.
An almshouse was established in Lowell MA.
In Lowell MA, the Reverend Enoch W. Freeman died.
In Lowell MA, Captain Phineas Whiting died.
The 1st regular American passenger train service was instituted, between Boston and Lowell MA, serving the
textile mills of the Merrimack Valley.
At the age of 10 Harriet Jane Hanson became a bobbin doffer in the mill of the Tremont Corporation at Lowell
MA. She would come to write poems and prose for the Lowell Offering, the mill operatives’ newspaper.
In what follows, I shall confine myself to a description of
factory life in Lowell, Massachusetts, from 1832 to 1848, since,
with that phase of Early Factory Labor in New England, I am the
most familiar-because I was a part of it.
In 1832, Lowell was little more than a factory village. Five
“corporations” were started, and the cotton mills belonging to
them were building. Help was in great demand and stories were
told all over the country of the new factory place, and the high
wages that were offered to all classes of work-people; stories
that reached the ears of mechanics’ and farmers’ sons and gave
new life to lonely and dependent women in distant towns and farmhouses.... Troops of young girls came from different parts of
New England, and from Canada, and men were employed to collect
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them at so much a head, and deliver them at the factories....
At the time the Lowell cotton mills were started the caste of
the factory girl was the lowest among the employments of women.
In England and in France, particularly, great injustice had been
done to her real character. She was represented as subjected to
influences that must destroy her purity and self-respect. In the
eyes of her overseer she was but a brute, a slave, to be beaten,
pinched and pushed about. It was to overcome this prejudice that
such high wages had been offered to women that they might be
induced to become mill-girls, in spite of the opprobrium that
still clung to this degrading occupation....
The early mill-girls were of different ages. Some were not over
ten years old; a few were in middle life, but the majority were
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five. The very young
girls were called “doffers.” They “doffed,” or took off, the
full bobbins from the spinning-frames, and replaced them with
empty ones. These mites worked about fifteen minutes every hour
and the rest of the time was their own. When the overseer was
kind they were allowed to read, knit, or go outside the millyard to play. They were paid two dollars a week. The working
hours of all the girls extended from five o’clock in the morning
until seven in the evening, with one half-hour each, for
breakfast and dinner. Even the doffers were forced to be on duty
nearly fourteen hours a day. This was the greatest hardship in
the lives of these children. Several years later a ten-hour law
was passed, but not until long after some of these little doffers
were old enough to appear before the legislative committee on
the subject, and plead, by their presence, for a reduction of
the hours of labor.
Those of the mill-girls who had homes generally worked from
eight to ten months in the year; the rest of the time was spent
with parents or friends. A few taught school during the summer
months. Their life in the factory was made pleasant to them. In
those days there was no need of advocating the doctrine of the
proper relation between employer and employed. Help was too
valuable to be ill-treated....
The most prevailing incentive to labor was to secure the means
of education for some male member of the family. To make a
gentleman of a brother or a son, to give him a college education,
was the dominant thought in the minds of a great many of the
better class of mill-girls. I have known more than one to give
every cent of her wages, month after month, to her brother, that
he might get the education necessary to enter some profession.
I have known a mother to work years in this way for her boy. I
have known women to educate young men by their earnings, who
were not sons or relatives. There are many men now living who
were helped to an education by the wages of the early mill-girls.
It is well to digress here a little, and speak of the influence
the possession of money had on the characters of some of these
women. We can hardly realize what a change the cotton factory
made in the status of the working women. Hitherto woman had
always been a money saving rather than a money earning, member
of the community. Her labor could command but small return. If
she worked out as servant, or “help,” her wages were from 50
cents to $1.00 a week; or, if she went from house to house by
the day to spin and weave, or do tailoress work, she could get
but 75 cents a week and her meals. As teacher, her services were
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not in demand, and the arts, the professions, and even the trades
and industries, were nearly all closed to her.
As late as 1840 there were only seven vocations outside the home
into which the women of New England had entered. At this time
woman had no property rights. A widow could be left without her
share of her husband’s (or the family) property, an
“incumbrance” to his estate. A father could make his will
without reference to his daughter’s share of the inheritance.
He usually left her a home on the farm as long as she remained
single. A woman was not sup posed to be capable of spending her
own, or of using other people’s money. In Massachusetts, before
1840, a woman could not, legally, be treasurer of her own sewing
society, unless some man were responsible for her. The law took
no cognizance of woman as a money-spender. She was a ward, an
appendage, a relict. Thus it happened that if a woman did not
choose to marry, or, when left a widow, to re-marry, she had no
choice but to enter one of the few employments open to her, or
to become a burden on the charity of some relative....
One of the first strikes that ever took place in this country
was in Lowell in 1836. When it was announced that the wages were
to be cut down, great indignation was felt, and it was decided
to strike or “turn out” en masse. This was done. The mills were
shut down, and the girls went from their several corporations
in procession to the grove on Chapel Hill, and listened to
incendiary speeches from some early labor reformers.
One of the girls stood on a pump and gave vent to the feelings
of her companions in a neat speech, declaring that it was their
duty to resist all attempts at cutting down the wages. This was
the first time a woman had spoken in public in Lowell, and the
event caused surprise and consternation among her audience.
It is hardly necessary to say that, so far as practical results
are concerned, this strike did no good. The corporation would
not come to terms. The girls were soon tired of holding out, and
they went back to their work at the reduced rate of wages. The
ill-success of this early attempt at resistance on the part of
the wage element seems to have made a precedent for the issue
of many succeeding strikes.

1843
A news item relating to the development of ELECTRIC WALDEN technology:
•
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Since the “enlarger” is really merely a development of the basic “camera” concept, it was inevitable
that enlarging be developed soon after the beginnings of photography. In this year the first such
enlarger was patented, by Alexander Woolcott. It enabled the reproduction of a Daguerreotype in a
larger format. (By the 1850s this mechanism would be fairly common. In the mid-1850s
microphotographs would become popular — these were a bit like miniature portraits, in that they
were reductions of photos to a very small size to be put in a locket, or on a ring, or even on a tiepin.
By the 1860s it would have become routine to expose a series of cartes de visite in order then to
enlarge only selected ones.)
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At the age of 18 Harriet Jane Hanson had her Daguerreotype exposed.

(This is as close to a smile as I remember having seen in an image of this period, a period during which one
simply did not ever smile for the camera. One had difficulty holding one’s head absolutely still for the length
of exposure time that was required despite the iron headrest that restrained one’s skull from behind, so a hand
held to the jaw as above was an extra stabilizer. Maintaining a pleasant expression, and holding that expression
constant, required a great deal of concentration, because if the sitter’s eyes twitched or blinked or expression
wavered, the exposure would wind up looking exactly like an image of a corpse. Miss Hanson, above, has done
an excellent job of it — and it is very clear that she was aware that she was hot young camera fodder.)
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William Stevens Robinson, an antislavery newspaper editor under the pen name “Warrington,” got married
with Harriet Jane Hanson (Harriet Hanson Robinson). She would become a woman’s rights advocate.

FEMINISM

1850
December 4, day: Harriette Lucy Robinson (Harriette Robinson Shattuck), the first of William Stevens Robinson and
Harriet Hanson Robinson’s four children, was born.
December 4 Fair Haven Pond is now open –and there is no snow. It is a beautiful almost Indian
summer afternoon, though the air is more pure and glassy. The shrub oak fire burns briskly as seen from the
Cliffs. The evergreens are greener than ever. I notice the row of dwarf willows advanced into the water in Fair
Haven, 3 or 4 rods from the dry land, just at the lowest water mark. You can get no disease but cold in such an
atmosphere.…
The following should come under Dec 4th Though the sun is now an hour high there is a peculiar bright light
on the pines & on their stems. The lichens on their bark reflect it– In the horizon I see a succession of the brows
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of hills, bare or covered with wood –look over the eye brows of the recumbent earth– These are separated by
long valleys filled with vapory haze.
If there is a little more warmth than usual at this season then the beautiful air which belongs to winter, is
perceived & appreciated.
This evening for the first time the new moon is reflected from the frozen snow crust.

1853
Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson needed to have her Daguerreotype made again at the age of 28 — this time one
appropriate for Mrs. W.S. Robinson, an upwardly mobile lady and a mother as well as a bride (in the
intervening decade exposure times have been greatly shortened, so it has become much easier to avoid blurring
of the image).
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In this year the Massachusetts legislature granted property rights to women.
FEMINISM

From this year until sometime in 1857, the Robinson family would be renting the “Texas House” of the
Thoreaus on Belknap Street in Concord. After Mrs. William Stevens Robinson (Harriet Hanson Robinson)
would move to Malden she would have some acerbic memories to relate:
Concord is a very nice place.... But it is a dull old place. It
is a narrow old place. It is a set old place. It is a snobbish
old place. It is an old place full of Antideluvian people and
manners.... The leaves never shake on the trees and the children
never cry in the streets.... The women never go out, and the
streets are full of stagnation. It was so still that walking up
and down its streets filled me with horror. I used to feel that
I must jump up and holler, or do something desperate to make a
stir. A good place to be born & buried, but a terrible, wearing
place for one to live.

Oh dear me, I am surrounded by dreariness
and ineptitude.
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1857
The Robinson family had been renting the “Texas House” of the Thoreaus on Belknap Street in Concord since
sometime in 1854 (but, they hadn’t found Concord’s people to be at all interesting). After Mrs. William
Stevens Robinson (Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson) moved to Malden she would have some acerbic comments
to make. Having lived in the vicinity of an author who in his book WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS had for
didactic purposes adopted a persona, the important thing to relate would be her discovery that the author was
not the persona — and that therefore the author was a hypocrite, or a liar:
We have good authority for believing that his closet was
often replenished from his mother’s larders.
We may infer from the above that Mrs. Robinson had picked up the author’s book and taken a look at it,
and we may infer from the above, also, that Mrs. Robinson hadn’t encountered anything in this reading that
had particularly intrigued her. Not only that, but also, this author person wasn’t of very impressive social
bearing, or at least, wasn’t exceedingly tall, or sufficiently dignified or have enough money, or something.
You could easily perceive the difference between such a peasant and a local upper-class esquire of the sort who
commanded one’s admiration:
He is considered to resemble Mr. Emerson, but I do not
think he does. Mr. E. is a god by the side of him.

I am surrounded by dreariness and ineptitude.
Oh, dear me.
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1869
March 1, day: Waldo Emerson memorialized his Aunt Mary Moody Emerson, without naming her, in a lecture entitled
“Amita” in Boston’s Chickering Hall before the newly formed New England Woman’s Club. Mrs. Harriet
Hanson Robinson, who was in the audience, misunderstood Emerson’s title “Amita” as “Ermita,” or in pseudoLatin, “female hermit.”
FEMINISM

By this point his aunt had been wearing her white shroud for forty years, and dead for six years. He began with
an extract from his poem “Nun’s Aspiration,” was originally had been entitled “Amita” and had consisted of
a rendering into verse of a passage in Miss Mary Moody Emerson’s diary, and then there was this:1
“She is of too high a mind and dignity not only to seek,
but almost to wish, the friendship of any creature. They
whom she is pleased to choose are such as are of the
most eminent condition both for power and employment,not with any design towards her own particular, either
of advantage or curiosity, but her nature values
fortunate persons. She prefers the conversation of men
to that of women; not but she can talk on the fashions
with her female friends, but she is too soon sensible
that she can set them as she wills; that pre-eminence
shortens all equality. She converses with those who are
most distinguished for their conversational powers. Of
Love freely will she discourse, listen to all its faults
and mark its power: and will take a, deep interest for
persons of celebrity.”2
I wish to meet the invitation with which the ladies have honored
me by offering them a portrait of real life. It is a
representative life, such as could hardly have appeared out of
New England; of an age now past, and of which I think no types
survive. Perhaps I deceive myself and overestimate its interest.
It has to me a value like that which many readers find in Madame
Guyon, in Rahel, in Eugénie de Guérin, but it is purely original
and hardly admits of a duplicate. Then it is a fruit of Calvinism
and New England, and marks the precise time when the power of
the old creed yielded to the influence of modern science and
humanity.
I have found that I could only bring you this portrait by
selections from the diary of my heroine, premising a sketch of
her time and place. I report some of the thoughts and soliloquies
of a country girl, poor, solitary, –‘a goody’ as she called
herself,– growing from youth to age amid slender opportunities
and usually very humble company.
Mary Moody Emerson was born just before the outbreak of the
Revolution. When introduced to Lafayette at Portland, she told
him that she was “in arms” at the Concord Fight. Her father, the
minister of Concord, a warm patriot in 1775, went as a chaplain
to the American army at Ticonderoga: he carried his infant

1. This would be recycled in an essay entitled “Mary Moody Emerson” in an 1883 Atlantic Monthly.
2. Lucy Percy, Countess of Carlisle, the friend of Strafford and of Pym, as described by Sir Toby Matthews.
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daughter, before he went, to his mother in Malden and told her
to keep the child until he returned. He died at Rutland, Vermont,
of army-fever, the next year, and Mary remained at Malden with
her grandmother, and, after her death, with her father’s sister,
in whose house she grew up, rarely seeing her brothers and
sisters in Concord. This aunt and her husband lived on a farm,
were getting old, and the husband a shiftless, easy man. There
was plenty of work for the little niece to do day by day, and
not always bread enough in the house.
One of her tasks, it appears, was to watch for the approach of
the deputy-sheriff, who might come to confiscate the spoons or
arrest the uncle for debt. Later, another aunt, who had become
insane, was brought hither to end her days. More and sadder work
for this young girl. She had no companions, lived in entire
solitude with these old people, very rarely cheered by short
visits from her brothers and sisters. Her mother had married
again, - married the minister who succeeded her husband in the
parish at Concord, [Dr. Ezra Ripley,] and had now a young family
growing up around her.
Her aunt became strongly attached to Mary, and persuaded the
family to give the child up to her as a daughter, on some terms
embracing a care of her future interests. She would leave the
farm to her by will. This promise was kept; she came into
possession of the property many years after, and her dealings
with it gave her no small trouble, though they give much piquancy
to her letters in after years. Finally it was sold, and its price
invested in a share of a farm in Maine, where she lived as a
boarder with her sister, for many years. It was in a picturesque
country, within sight of the White Mountains, with a little lake
in front at the foot of a high hill called Bear Mountain. Not
far from the house was a brook running over a granite floor like
the Franconia Flume, and noble forests around. Every word she
writes about this farm (“Elm Vale,” Waterford,) her dealings and
vexations about it, her joys and raptures of religion and
Nature, interest like a romance, and to those who may hereafter
read her letters, will make its obscure acres amiable.
In Malden she lived through all her youth and early womanhood,
with the habit of visiting the families of her brothers and
sisters on any necessity of theirs. Her good will to serve in
time of sickness or of pressure was known to them, and promptly
claimed, and her attachment to the youths and maidens growing
up in those families was secure for any trait of talent or of
character. Her sympathy for young people who pleased her was
almost passionate, and was sure to make her arrival in each house
a holiday.
Her early reading was Milton, Young, Akenside, Samuel Clarke,
Jonathan Edwards, and always the BIBLE. Later, Plato, Plotinus,
Marcus Antoninus, Stewart, Coleridge, Cousin, Herder, Locke,
Madame De Staël, Channing, Mackintosh, Byron. Nobody can read
in her manuscript, or recall the conversation of old-school
people, without seeing that Milton and Young had a religious
authority in their mind, and nowise the slight, merely
entertaining quality of modern bards. And Plato, Aristotle,
Plotinus, — how venerable and organic as Nature they are in her
mind! What a subject is her mind and life for the finest novel!
When I read Dante, the other day, and his paraphrases to signify
with more adequateness Christ or Jehovah, whom do you think I
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was reminded of? Whom but Mary Emerson and her eloquent
theology?
She had a deep sympathy with genius. When it was unhallowed, as
in Byron, she had none the less, whilst she deplored and affected
to denounce him. But she adored it when ennobled by character.
She liked to notice that the greatest geniuses have died
ignorant of their power and influence. She wished you to scorn
to shine. “My opinion,” she writes, (is) “that a mind like
Byron’s would never be satisfied with modern Unitarianism, that
the fiery depths of Calvinism, its high and mysterious elections
to eternal bliss, beyond angels, and all its attendant wonders
would have alone been fitted to fix his imagination.”
Her wit was so fertile, and only used to strike, that she never
used it for display, any more than a wasp would parade his sting.
It was ever the will and not the phrase that concerned her. Yet
certain expressions, when they marked a memorable state of mind
in her experience, recurred to her afterwards, and she would
vindicate herself as having said to Dr. R—— or Uncle L—— so and
so, at such a period of her life. But they were intensely true
when first spoken. All her language was happy, but inimitable,
unattainable by talent, as if caught from some dream. She calls
herself “the puny pilgrim, whose sole talent is sympathy.” “I
like that kind of apathy that is a triumph to overset.”
She writes to her nephew Charles Emerson, in 1833: - “I could
never have adorned the garden. If I had been in aught but dreary
deserts, I should have idolized my friends, despised the world
and been haughty. I never expected connections and matrimony.
My taste was formed in romance, and I knew I was not destined
to please. I love God and his creation as I never else could. I
scarcely feel the sympathies of this life enough to agitate the
pool. This in general, one case or so excepted, and even this
is a relation to God through you. ‘T was so in my happiest early
days, when you were at my side.”
Destitution is the Muse of her genius, - Destitution and Death.
I used to propose that her epitaph should be: “Here lies the
angel of Death.” And wonderfully as she varies and poetically
repeats that image in every page and day, yet not less fondly
and sublimely she returns to the other, - the grandeur of
humility and privation, as thus; “The chief witness which I have
had of a Godlike principle of action and feeling is in the
disinterested joy felt in others’ superiority. For the love of
superior virtue is mine own gift from God.” “Where were thine
own intellect if others had not lived? “
She had many acquaintances among the notables of the time; and
now and then in her migrations from town to town in Maine and
Massachusetts, in search of a new boarding-place, discovered
some preacher with sense or piety, or both. For on her arrival
at any new home she was likely to steer first to the minister’s
house and pray his wife to take a boarder; and as the minister
found quickly that she knew all his books and many more, and
made shrewd guesses at his character and possibilities, she
would easily rouse his curiosity, as a person who could read his
secret and tell him his fortune.
She delighted in success, in youth, in beauty, in genius, in
manners. When she met a young person who interested her, she
made herself acquainted and intimate with him or her at once,
by sympathy, by flattery, by raillery, by anecdotes, by wit, by
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rebuke, and stormed the castle. None but was attracted or piqued
by her interest and wit and wide acquaintance with books and
with eminent names. She said she gave herself full swing in these
sudden intimacies, for she knew she should disgust them soon,
and resolved to have their best hours. “Society is shrewd to
detect those who do not belong to her train, and seldom wastes
her attentions.” She surprised, attracted, chided and denounced
her companion by turns, and pretty rapid turns. But no
intelligent youth or maiden could have once met her without
remembering her with interest, and learning something of value.
Scorn trifles, lift your aims: do what you are afraid to do:
sublimity of character must come from sublimity of motive: these
were the lessons which were urged with vivacity, in ever new
language. But if her companion was dull, her impatience knew no
bounds. She tired presently of dull conversations, and asked to
be read to, and so disposed of the visitor. If the voice or the
reading tired her, she would ask the friend if he or she would
do an errand for her, and so dismiss them. If her companion were
a little ambitious, and asked her opinions on books or matters
on which she did not wish rude hands laid, she did not hesitate
to stop the intruder with “How’s your cat, Mrs. Tenner?”
“I was disappointed,” she writes, “in finding my little
Calvinist no companion, a cold little thing who lives in society
alone, and is looked up to as a specimen of genius. I performed
a mission in secretly undermining his vanity, or trying to.
Alas! never done but by mortifying affliction.” From the country
she writes to her sister in town, “You cannot help saying that
my epistle is a striking specimen of egotism. To which I can
only answer that, in the country, we converse so much more with
ourselves, that we are almost led to forget everybody else. The
very sound of your bells and the rattling of the carriages have
a tendency to divert selfishness.” “This seems a world rather
of trying each others’ dispositions than of enjoying each
others’ virtues.”
She had the misfortune of spinning with a greater velocity than
any of the other tops. She would tear into the chaise or out of
it, into the house or out of it, into the conversation, into the
thought, into the character of the stranger, - disdaining all
the graduation by which her fellows time their steps: and though
she might do very happily in a planet where others moved with
the like velocity, she was offended here by the phlegm of all
her fellow-creatures, and disgusted them by her impatience. She
could keep step with no human being. Her nephew [R. W. E.] wrote
of her: “I am glad the friendship with Aunt Mary is ripening.
As by seeing a high tragedy, reading a true poem, or a novel
like ‘Corinne,’ so, by society with her, one’s mind is
electrified and purged. She is no statutebook of practical
commandments, nor orderly digest of any system of philosophy,
divine or human, but a BIBLE, miscellaneous in its parts, but one
in its spirit, wherein are sentences of condemnation, promises
and covenants of love that make foolish the wisdom of the world
with the power of God.”
Our Delphian was fantastic enough, Heaven knows, yet could
always be tamed by large and sincere conversation. Was there
thought and eloquence she would listen like a child. Her
aspiration and prayer would begin, and the whim and petulance
in which by diseased habit she had grown to indulge without
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suspecting it, was burned up in the glow of her pure and poetic
spirit, which dearly loved the Infinite.
She writes: “August, 1847: Vale. — My oddities were never
designed — effect of an uncalculating constitution, at first,
then through isolation; and as to dress, from duty. To be
singular of choice, without singular talents and virtues, is as
ridiculous as ungrateful.” “It is so universal with all classes
to avoid contact with me that I blame none. The fact has
generally increased piety and self-love.” “As a traveller enters
some fine palace and finds all the doors closed, and he only
allowed the use of some avenues and passages, so have I wandered
from the cradle over the apartments of social affections, or the
cabinets of natural or moral philosophy, the recesses of ancient
and modern lore. All say — Forbear to enter the pales of the
initiated by birth, wealth, talents and patronage. I submit with
delight, for it is the echo of a decree from above; and from the
highway hedges where I get lodging, and from the rays which burst
forth when the crowd are entering these noble saloons, whilst I
stand in the doors, I get a pleasing vision which is an earnest
of the interminable skies where the mansions are prepared for
the poor.”
“To live to give pain rather than pleasure (the latter so
delicious) seems the spider-like necessity of my being on earth,
and I have gone on my queer way with joy, saying, “Shall the
clay interrogate?” But in every actual case, ‘t is hard, and we
lose sight of the first necessity, — here too amid works red
with default in all great and grand and infinite aims. Yet with
intentions
disinterested,
though
uncontrolled
by proper
reverence for others.”
When Mrs. Thoreau called on her one day, wearing pink ribbons,
she shut her eyes, and so conversed with her for a time. By and
by she said, “Mrs. Thoreau, I don’t know whether you have
observed that my eyes are shut.” “Yes, Madam, I have observed
it.” “Perhaps you would like to know the reasons?” “Yes, I
should.” “I don’t like to see a person of your age guilty of
such levity in her dress.”
When her cherished favorite, E. H., was at the Vale, and had
gone out to walk in the forest with Hannah, her niece, Aunt Mary
feared they were lost, and found a man in the next house and
begged him to go and look for them. The man went and returned
saying that he could not find them. “Go and cry, ‘Elizabeth!’"
The man rather declined this service, as he did not know Miss
H. She was highly offended, and exclaimed, “God has given you a
voice that you might use it in the service of your fellowcreatures. Go instantly and call ‘Elizabeth’ till you find
them.” The man went immediately, and did as he was bid, and
having found them apologized for calling thus, by telling what
Miss Emerson had said to him.
When some ladies of my acquaintance by an unusual chance found
themselves in her neighborhood and visited her, I told them that
she was no whistle that every mouth could play on, but a quite
clannish instrument, a pibroch, for example, from which none but
a native Highlander could draw music.
In her solitude of twenty years, with fewest books and those
only sermons, and a copy of “Paradise Lost,” without covers or
title-page, so that later, when she heard much of Milton and
sought his work, she found it was her very book which she knew
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so well, — she was driven to find Nature her companion and
solace. She speaks of “her attempts in Malden, to wake up the
soul amid the dreary scenes of monotonous Sabbaths, when Nature
looked like a pulpit.”
“Malden, November 15th, 1805. — What a rich day, so fully
occupied in pursuing truth that I scorned to touch a novel which
for so many years I have wanted. How insipid is fiction to a
mind touched with immortal views! November 16th. — I am so small
in my expectations, that a week of industry delights. Rose
before light every morn; visited from necessity once, and again
for books; read Butler’s Analogy; commented on the Scriptures;
read in a little book, — Cicero’s Letters, a few: touched
Shakspeare, — washed, carded, cleaned house, and baked. To-day
cannot recall an error, nor scarcely a sacrifice, but more
fulness of content in the labors of a day never was felt. There
is a sweet pleasure in bending to circumstances while superior
to them.
“Malden, September, 1807. — The rapture of feeling I would part
from, for days more devoted to higher discipline. But when
Nature beams with such excess of beauty, when the heart thrills
with hope in its Author, — feels that it is related to him more
than by any ties of Creation, — it exults, too fondly perhaps
for a state of trial. But in dead of night, nearer morning, when
the eastern stars glow or appear to glow with more indescribable
lustre, a lustre which penetrates the spirit with wonder and
curiosity, — then, however awed, who can fear? Since Sabbath,
Aunt B —— [the insane aunt] was brought here. Ah! mortifying
sight! instinct perhaps triumphs over reason, and every
dignified respect to herself, in her anxiety about recovery, and
the smallest means connected. Not one wish of others detains
her, not one care. But it alarms me not, I shall delight to
return to God. His name my fullest confidence. His sole presence
ineffable pleasure.
“I walked yesterday five or more miles, lost to mental or heart
existence, through fatigue, — just fit for the society I went
into, all mildness and the most commonplace virtue. The lady is
celebrated for her cleverness, and she was never so good to me.
Met a lady in the morning walk, a foreigner, — conversed on the
accomplishments of Miss T. My mind expanded with novel and
innocent pleasure. Ah! were virtue, and that of dear heavenly
meekness attached by any necessity to a lower rank of genteel
people, who would sympathize with the exalted with satisfaction?
But that is not the case, I believe. A mediocrity does seem to
me more distant from eminent virtue than the extremes of
station; though after all it must depend on the nature of the
heart. A mediocre mind will be deranged in either extreme of
wealth or poverty, praise or censure, society or solitude. The
feverish lust of notice perhaps in all these cases would injure
the heart of common refinement and virtue.”
Later she writes of her early days in Malden: “When I get a
glimpse of the revolutions of nations — that retribution which
seems forever going on in this part of creation, — I remember
with great satisfaction that from all the ills suffered, in
childhood and since, from others, I felt that it was rather the
order of things than their individual fault. It was from being
early impressed by my poor unpractical aunt, that Providence and
Prayer were all in all. Poor woman! Could her own temper in
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childhood or age have been subdued, how happy for herself, who
had a warm heart; but for me would have prevented those early
lessons of fortitude, which her caprices taught me to practise.
Had I prospered in life, what a proud, excited being, even to
feverishness, I might have been. Loving to shine, flattered and
flattering, anxious, and wrapped in others, frail and feverish
as myself.”
She alludes to the early days of her solitude, sixty years
afterward, on her own farm in Maine, speaking sadly the thoughts
suggested by the rich autumn landscape around her: “Ah! as I
walked out this afternoon, so sad was wearied Nature that I felt
her whisper to me, ‘Even these leaves you use to think my better
emblems have lost their charm on me too, and I weary of my
pilgrimage, — tired that I must again be clothed in the grandeurs
of winter, and anon be bedizened in flowers and cascades. Oh,
if there be a power superior to me, — and that there is, my own
dread fetters proclaim, — when will He let my lights go out, my
tides cease to an eternal ebb? Oh for transformation! I am not
infinite, nor have I power or will, but bound and imprisoned,
the tool of mind, even of the beings I feed and adorn. Vital, I
feel not: not active, but passive, and cannot aid the creatures
which seem my progeny, - myself. But you are ingrate to tire of
me, now you want to look beyond. ‘T was I who soothed your thorny
childhood, though you knew me not, and you were placed in my
most leafless waste. Yet I comforted thee when going on the daily
errand, fed thee with my mallows, on the first young day of bread
failing. More, I led thee when thou knewest not a syllable of
my active Cause, (any more than if it had been dead eternal
matter,) to that Cause; and from the solitary heart taught thee
to say, at first womanhood, Alive with God is enough, — ‘t is
rapture.’"
“This morning rich in existence; the remembrance of past
destitution in the deep poverty of my aunt, and her most unhappy
temper; of bitterer days of youth and age, when my senses and
understanding seemed but means of labor, or to learn my own
unpopular destiny, and that — but no more; — joy, hope and
resignation unite me to Him whose mysterious Will adjusts
everything, and the darkest and lightest are alike welcome. Oh!
could this state of mind continue, death would not be longed
for.” “I felt, till above twenty years old, as though
Christianity were as necessary to the world as existence; — was
ignorant that it was lately promulged, or partially received.”
Later: “Could I have those hours in which in fresh youth I said,
To obey God is joy, though there were no hereafter, I should
rejoice, though returning to dust.”
“Folly follows me as the shadow does the form. Yet my whole life
devoted to find some new truth which will link me closer to God.
And the simple principle which made me say, in youth and
laborious poverty, that, should He make me a blot on the fair
face of his Creation, I should rejoice in His will, has never
been equalled, though it returns in the long life of destitution
like an Angel. I end days of fine health and cheerfulness without
getting upward now. How did I use to think them lost! If more
liberal views of the divine government make me think nothing
lost which carries me to His now hidden presence, there may be
danger of losing and causing others the loss of that awe and
sobriety so indispensable.”
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She was addressed and offered marriage by a man of talents,
education and good social position, whom she respected. The
proposal gave her pause and much to think, but after
consideration she refused it, I know not on what grounds: but a
few allusions to it in her diary suggest that it was a religious
act, and it is easy to see that she could hardly promise herself
sympathy in her religious abandonment with any but a rarelyfound partner.
“1807. Jan. 19, Malden [alluding to the sale of her farm]. Last
night I spoke two sentences about that foolish place, which I
most bitterly lament, — not because they were improper, but they
arose from anger. It is difficult, when we have no kind of
barrier, to command our feelings. But this shall teach me. It
humbles me beyond anything I have met, to find myself for a
moment affected with hope, fear, or especially anger, about
interest. But I did overcome and return kindness for the
repeated provocations. What is it? My uncle has been the means
of lessening my property. Ridiculous to wound him for that. He
was honestly seeking his own. But at last, this very night, the
bargain is closed, and I am delighted with myself: — my dear
self has done well. Never did I so exult in a trifle. Happy
beginning of my bargain, though the sale of the place appears
to me one of the worst things for me at this time.”
“Jan. 21. Weary at times of objects so tedious to hear and see.
O the power of vision, then the delicate power of the nerve which
receives impressions from sounds! If ever I am blest with a
social life, let the accent be grateful. Could I at times be
regaled with music, it would remind me that there are sounds.
Shut up in this severe weather with careful, infirm, afflicted
age, it is wonderful, my spirits: hopes I can have none. Not a
prospect but is dark on earth, as to knowledge and joy from
externals: but the prospect of a dying bed reflects lustre on
all the rest.
“The evening is fine, but I dare not enjoy it. The moon and stars
reproach me, because I had to do with mean fools. Should I take
so mach care to save a few dollars? Never was I so much ashamed.
Did I say with what rapture I might dispose of them to the poor?
Pho! self-preservation, dignity, confidence in the future,
contempt of trifles! Alas, I am disgraced. Took a momentary
revenge on for worrying me.”
“Jan. 30. I walked to Captain Dexter’s. Sick. Promised never to
put that ring on. Ended miserably the month which began so
worldly.
“It was the choice of the Eternal that gave the glowing seraph
his joys, and to me my vile imprisonment. I adore Him. It was
His will that gives my superiors to shine in wisdom, friendship,
and ardent pursuits, while I pass my youth, its last traces, in
the veriest shades of ignorance and complete destitution of
society. I praise Him, though when my strength of body falters,
it is a trial not easily described.”
“True, I must finger the very farthing candle-ends, — the duty
assigned to my pride; and indeed so poor are some of those
allotted to join me on the weary needy path, that ‘t is
benevolence enjoins self-denial. Could I but dare it in the
bread-and-water diet! Could I but live free from calculation,
as in the first half of life, when my poor aunt lived. I had ten
dollars a year for clothes and charity, and I never remember to
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have been needy, though I never had but two or three aids in
those six years of earning my home. That ten dollars my dear
father earned, and one hundred dollars remain, and I can’t bear
to take it, and don’t know what to do. Yet I would not breathe
to or my want. ‘T is only now that I would not let pay my hotelbill. They have enough to do. Besides, it would send me packing
to depend for anything. Better anything than dishonest
dependence, which robs the poorer, and despoils friendship of
equal connection.”
In 1830, in one of her distant homes, she reproaches herself
with some sudden passion she has for visiting her old home and
friends in the city, where she had lived for a while with her
brother [Mr. Emerson’s father] and afterwards with his widow.
“Do I yearn to be in Boston? ‘T would fatigue, disappoint; I,
who have so long despised means, who have always found it a sort
of rebellion to seek them? Yet the old desire for the worm is
not so greedy as [mine] to find myself in my old haunts.”
1833. “The difficulty of getting places of low board for a lady,
is obvious. And, at moments, I am tired out. Yet how independent,
how better than to hang on friends! And sometimes I fancy that
I am emptied and peeled to carry some seed to the ignorant, which
no idler wind can so well dispense.” “Hard to contend for a
health which is daily used in petition for a final close.” “Am
I, poor victim, swept on through the sternest ordinations of
nature’s laws which slay? yet I’ll trust.” “There was great
truth in what a pious enthusiast said, that, if God should cast
him into hell, he would yet clasp his hands around Him.”
“Newburyport, Sept. 1822. High, solemn, entrancing noon,
prophetic of the approach of the Presiding Spirit of Autumn. God
preserve my reason! Alone, feeling strongly, fully, that I have
deserved nothing; according to Adam Smith’s idea of society,
‘done nothing;’ doing nothing, never expect to; yet joying in
existence, perhaps striving to beautify one individual of God’s
creation.
“Our civilization is not always mending our poetry. It is sauced
and spiced with our complexity of arts and inventions, but lacks
somewhat of the grandeur that belongs to a Doric and
unphilosophical age. In a religious contemplative public it
would have less outward variety, but simpler and grander means;
a few pulsations of created beings, a few successions of acts,
a few lamps held out in the firmament enable us to talk of Time,
make epochs, write histories, — to do more, — to date the
revelations of God to man. But these lamps are held to measure
out some of the moments of eternity, to divide the history of
God’s operations in the birth and death of nations, of worlds.
It is a goodly name for our notions of breathing, suffering,
enjoying, acting. We personify it. We call it by every name of
fleeting, dreaming, vaporing imagery. Yet it is nothing. We
exist in eternity. Dissolve the body and the night is gone, the
stars are extinguished, and we measure duration by the number
of our thoughts, by the activity of reason, the discovery of
truths, the acquirement of virtue, the approach to God. And the
gray-headed god throws his shadows all around, and his slaves
catch, now at this, now at that, one at the halo he-throws around
poetry, or pebbles, bags, or bubbles. Sometimes they climb,
sometimes creep into the meanest holes — but they are all alike
in vanishing, like the shadow of a cloud.”
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To her nephew Charles: “War; what do I think of it? Why in your
ear I think it so much better than oppression that if it were
ravaging the whole geography of despotism it would be an omen
of high and glorious import. Channing paints its miseries, but
does he know those of a worse war, — private animosities,
pinching, bitter warfare of the human heart, the cruel
oppression of the poor by the rich, which corrupts old worlds?
How much better, more honest, are storming and conflagration of
towns! They are but letting blood which corrupts into worms and
dragons. A war-trump would be harmony to the jars of theologians
and statesmen such as the papers bring. It was the glory of the
Chosen People, nay, it is said there was war in Heaven. War is
among the means of discipline, the rough meliorators, and no
worse than the strife with poverty, malice and ignorance. War
devastates the conscience of men, yet corrupt peace does not
less. And if you tell me of the miseries of the battle-field,
with the sensitive Charming, (of whose love of life I am
ashamed), what of a few days of agony, what of a vulture being
the bier, tomb and parson of a hero, compared to the long years
of sticking on a bed and wished away? For the widows and orphans
— Oh, I could give facts of the long-drawn years of imprisoned
minds and hearts, which uneducated orphans endure!
“O Time! Thou loiterer. Thou, whose might has laid low the
vastest and crushed the worm, restest on thy hoary throne, with
like potency over thy agitations and thy graves. When will thy
routines give way to higher and lasting institutions? When thy
trophies and thy name and all its wizard forms be lost in the
Genius of Eternity? In Eternity, no deceitful promises, no
fantastic illusions, no riddles concealed by thy shrouds, none
of thy Arachnean webs, which decoy and destroy. Hasten to finish
thy motley work, on which frightful Gorgons are at play, spite
of holy ghosts. ‘T is already moth-eaten and its shuttles
quaver, as the beams of the loom are shaken.
“Sat. 25. Hail requiem of departed Time! Never was incumbent’s
funeral followed by expectant heir with more satisfaction. Yet
not his hope is mine. For in the weary womb are prolific numbers
of the same sad hour, colored by the memory of defeats in virtue,
by the prophecy of others, more dreary, blind and sickly. Yet
He who formed thy web, who stretched thy warp from long ages,
has graciously given man to throw his shuttle, or feel he does,
and irradiate the filling woof with many a flowery rainbow, —
labors, rather — evanescent efforts, which will wear like
flowerets in brighter soils; — has attuned his mind in such
unison with the harp of the universe, that he is never without
some chord of hope’s music. ‘T is not in the nature of existence,
while there is a God, to be without the pale of excitement. When
the dreamy pages of life seem all turned and folded down to very
weariness, even this idea of those who fill the hour with crowded
virtues, lifts the spectator to other worlds, and he adores the
eternal purposes of Him who lifteth up and casteth down,
bringeth to dust, and raiseth to the skies. ‘T is a strange
deficiency in Henry Peter Brougham’s title of a System of
Natural Theology, when the moral constitution of the being for
whom these contrivances were made is not recognized. The
wonderful inhabitant of the building to which unknown ages were
the mechanics, is left out as to that part where the Creator had
put his own lighted candle, placed a vicegerent. Not to complain
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of the poor old earth’s chaotic state, brought so near in its
long and gloomy transmutings by the geologist. Yet its youthful
charms as decked by the hand of Moses’ Cosmogony, will linger
about the heart, while Poetry succumbs to Science. Yet there is
a sombre music in the whirl of times so long gone by. And the
bare bones of this poor embryo earth may give the idea of the
Infinite far, far better than when dignified with arts and
industry: — its oceans, when beating the symbols of ceaseless
ages, than when covered with cargoes of wax and oppression. How
grand its preparation for souls, — souls who were to feel the
Divinity, before Science had dissected the emotions, and applied
its steely analysis to that state of being which recognizes
neither psychology nor element.
“September, 1836. Vale. The mystic dream which is shed over the
season. O, to dream more deeply; to lose external objects a
little more! Yet the hold on them is so slight, that duty is
lost sight of perhaps, at times. Sadness is better than walking
talking acting somnambulism. Yes, this entire solitude with the
Being who makes the powers of life! Even Fame, which lives in
other states of Virtue, palls. Usefulness, if it requires
action, seems less like existence than the desire of being
absorbed in God, retaining consciousness. Number the wasteplaces of the journey, — the secret martyrdom of youth, heavier
than the stake, I thought, the narrow limits which know no
outlet, the bitter dregs of the cup, — and all are sweetened by
the purpose of Him I love. The idea of being no mate for those
intellectualists I’ve loved to admire, is no pain. Hereafter the
same solitary joy will go with me, were I not to live, as I
expect, in the vision of the Infinite. Never do the feelings of
the Infinite, and the consciousness of finite frailty and
ignorance, harmonize so well as at this mystic season in the
deserts of life. Contradictions, the modern German says, of the
Infinite and finite.”
I sometimes fancy I detect in her writings, a certain — shall I
say — polite and courtly homage to the name and dignity of Jesus,
not at all spontaneous, but growing out of her respect to the
Revelation, and really veiling and betraying her organic dislike
to any interference, any mediation between her and the Author
of her being, assurance of whose direct dealing with her she
incessantly invokes: for example, the parenthesis “Saving thy
presence, Priest and Medium of all this approach for a sinful
creature!” “Were it possible that the Creator was not virtually
present with the spirits and bodies which lie has made: — if it
were in the nature of things possible He could withdraw himself,
— I would hold on to the faith, that, at some moment of His
existence, I was present: that, though cast from Him, my
sorrows, my ignorance and meanness were a part of His plan; my
death, too, however long and tediously delayed to prayer, — was
decreed, was fixed. Oh how weary in youth — more so scarcely
now, not whenever I can breathe, as it seems, the atmosphere of
the Omnipresence: then I ask not faith nor knowledge; honors,
pleasures, labors, I always refuse, compared to this divine
partaking of existence; — but how rare, how dependent on the
organs through which the soul operates!
The sickness of the last week was fine medicine; pain
disintegrated the spirit, or became spiritual. I rose, — I felt
that I had given to God more perhaps than an angel could, — had
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promised Him in youth that to be a blot on this fair world, at
His command, would be acceptable. Constantly offer myself to
continue the obscurest and loneliest thing ever heard of, with
one proviso, — His agency. Yes, love Thee, and all Thou dost,
while Thou sheddest frost and darkness on every path of mine.”
For years she had her bed made in the form of a coffin; and
delighted herself with the discovery of the figure of a coffin
made every evening on their sidewalk, by the shadow of a church
tower which adjoined the house.
Saladin caused his shroud to be made, and carried it to battle
as his standard. She made up her shroud, and death still refusing
to come, and she thinking it a pity to let it lie idle, wore it
as a night-gown, or a day-gown, nay, went out to ride in it, on
horseback, in her mountain roads, until it was worn out. Then
she had another made up, and as she never travelled without being
provided for this dear and indispensable contingency, I believe
she wore out a great many.
“1833. I have given up, the last year or two, the hope of dying.
In the lowest ebb of health nothing is ominous; diet and exercise
restore. So it seems best to get that very humbling business of
insurance. I enter my dear sixty the last of this month.” “1835,
June 16. Tedious indisposition: —hoped, as it took a new form,
it would open the cool, sweet grave. Now existence itself in any
form is sweet. Away with knowledge; — God alone. He communicates
this our condition and humble waiting, or I should never
perceive Him. Science, Nature, — O, I’ve yearned to open some
page; — not now, too late. Ill health and nerves. O dear worms,
— how they will at some sure time take down this tedious
tabernacle, most valuable companions, instructors in the science
of mind, by gnawing away the meshes which have chained it. A
very Beatrice in showing the Paradise. Yes, I irk under contact
with forms of depravity, while I am resigned to being nothing,
never expect a palm, a laurel, hereafter.”
“1826, July. If one could choose, and without crime be gibbeted,
— were it not altogether better than the long drooping away by
age without mentality or devotion? The vulture and crow would
caw caw, and, unconscious of any deformity in the mutilated
body, would relish their meal, make no grimace of affected
sympathy, nor suffer any real compassion. I pray to die, though
happier myriads and mine own companions press nearer to the
throne. His coldest beam will purify and render me forever holy.
Had I the highest place of acquisition and diffusing virtue
here, the principle of human sympathy would be too strong for
that rapt emotion, that severe delight which I crave; nay for
that kind of obscure virtue which is so rich to lay at the feet
of the Author of morality. Those economists (Adam Smith) who say
nothing is added to the wealth of a nation but what is dug out
of the earth, and that, whatever disposition of virtue may
exist, unless something is done for society, deserves no fame,
— why I am content with such paradoxical kind of facts; but one
secret sentiment of virtue, disinterested (or perhaps not), is
worthy, and will tell, in the world of spirits, of God’s
immediate presence, more than the blood of many a martyr who has
it not.” “I have heard that the greatest geniuses have died
ignorant of their power and influence on the arts and sciences.
I believe thus much, that their large perception consumed their
egotism, or made it impossible for them to make small
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calculations.”
“That greatest of all gifts, however small my power of
receiving, — the capacity, the element to love the All-perfect,
without regard to personal happiness: — happiness? — ‘t is
itself.” She checks herself amid her passionate prayers for
immediate communion with God; — “I who never made a sacrifice
to record, — I cowering in the nest of quiet for so many years;
— I indulge the delight of sympathizing with great virtues, —
blessing their Original: Have I this right?” “While I am
sympathizing in the government of God over the world, perhaps I
lose nearer views. Well, I learned his existence a priori. No
object of science or observation ever was pointed out to me by
my poor aunt, but His Being and commands; and oh how much I
trusted Him with every event till I learned the order of human
events from the pressure of wants.”
“What a timid, ungrateful creature! Fear the deepest pit-falls
of age, when pressing on, in imagination at least, to Him with
whom a day is a thousand years, — with whom all miseries and
irregularities are conforming to universal good! Shame on me who
have learned within three years to sit whole days in peace and
enjoyment without the least apparent benefit to any, or
knowledge to myself; — resigned, too, to the memory of long years
of slavery passed in labor and ignorance, to the loss of that
character which I once thought and felt so sure of, without ever
being conscious of acting from calculation.”
Her friends used to say to her, “I wish you joy of the worm.”
And when at last her release arrived, the event of her death had
really such a comic tinge in the eyes of every one who knew her,
that her friends feared they might, at her funeral, not dare to
look at each other, lest they should forget the serious
proprieties of the hour.
She gave high counsels. It was the privilege of certain boys to
have this immeasurably high standard indicated to their
childhood; a blessing which nothing else in education could
supply. It is frivolous to ask, — And was she ever a Christian
in practice?” Cassandra uttered, to a frivolous, skeptical time,
the arcana of the Gods: but it is easy to believe that Cassandra
domesticated in a lady’s house would have proved a troublesome
boarder. Is it the less desirable to have the lofty abstractions
because the abstractionist is nervous and irritable? Shall we
not keep Flamsteed and Herschel in the observatory, though it
should even be proved that they neglected to rectify their own
kitchen clock? It is essential to the safety of every mackerel
fisher that latitudes and longitudes should be astronomically
ascertained; and so every banker, shopkeeper and wood-sawyer has
a stake in the elevation of the moral code by saint and prophet.
Very rightly, then, the Christian ages, proceeding on a grand
instinct, have said: Faith alone, Faith alone.

“NUN’S ASPIRATION”3
The yesterday doth never smile,
To-day goes drudging through the while,
Yet in the name of Godhead, I
3. This was originally entitled “Amita” and consisted of Waldo Emerson’s rendering into verse of a passage in Miss Mary Moody
Emerson’s diary. Part of the poem was read in advance of the “Amita” paper the nephew presented at this 1869 meeting of the
Woman’s Club in Boston.
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The morrow front and can defy;
Though I am weak, yet God, when prayed,
Cannot withhold his conquering aid.
Ah me! it was my childhood's thought,
If He should make my web a blot
On life's fair picture of delight,
My heart's content would find it right.
But O, these waves and leaves, —
When happy, stoic Nature grieves, —
No human speech so beautiful
As their murmurs mine to lull.
On this altar God hath built
I lay my vanity and guilt;
Nor me can Hope or Passion urge,
Hearing as now the lofty dirge
Which blasts of Northern mountains hymn;
Nature's funeral high and dim, —
Sable pageantry of clouds,
Mourning summer laid in shrouds.
Many a day shall dawn and die,
Many an angel wander by,
And passing, light my sunken turf,
Moist perhaps by ocean surf,
Forgotten amid splendid tombs,
Yet wreathed and hid by summer blooms
On earth I dream; — I die to be:
Time! shake not thy bald head at me.
I challenge thee to hurry past,
Or for my turn to fly too fast.

1876
March: William Stevens Robinson died.

1877
William Stevens Robinson and Harriet Hanson Robinson’s “WARRINGTON” PEN-PORTRAITS: A COLLECTION
OF PERSONAL AND POLITICAL REMINISCENCES, FROM 1848 TO 1876, FROM THE WRITINGS OF WILLIAM S.
ROBINSON / EDITED BY MRS. W.S. ROBINSON was published after the husband’s death in Boston by Lee and
Shepard, and in New-York by C.T. Dillingham, with a long biographical introduction by the widow:
There were frequent opportunities of seeing Henry Thoreau, as
he often came with his father to work on the land belonging to
the house in which Mr. Robinson lived, or, as the children said,
to “paint the handles of the trees.” His meditative figure was
often seen walking across the sunny meadows, with some live
specimen of a “species” dangling from his hand, while (to use
his own expression) “the sun on his back seemed like a gentle
herdsman driving him home at evening.” He sometimes called on
Mr. Robinson. He was a great talker, sitting with his head bent
over, and carrying on the “conversation” all by himself. On one
occasion we had a visitor who had written several town
histories, and was learned in Indian matters. Thoreau called
while he was there; and, the conversation soon turning to Indian
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affairs, Thoreau talked our friend dumb in a very short time.
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It would seem that, in Mrs. Robinson’s book, having great knowledge of something and interest in something
could make one into a rather poor conversationalist, especially when in the social presence of a self-declared
expert on that topic!
In this year Sidney Doane Shattuck and Harriette Lucy Robinson (Harriette Robinson Shattuck) got married.
The 28-year-old bride was at this time helping found the “Old and New,” a woman’s club in Malden,
Massachusetts.
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1879

Harriette Robinson Shattuck’s “Our mutual friend: a comedy, in four acts dramatized from Charles Dickens
by Harriette R. Shattuck” was published in Boston by Walter H. Baker & Company.
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1881

Thomas Wentworth Higginson’s COMMON SENSE ABOUT WOMEN, made up primarily of pieces he had placed
in the Woman’s Journal.

COMMON SENSE ... WOMEN
Harriet Hanson Robinson’s MASSACHUSETTS IN THE WOMAN SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT. She publicly affiliated
with Susan B. Anthony’s National Woman’s Suffrage Association.

MASS. WOMAN SUFFRAGE
Mary Ann Shadd Cary also became an active member of the National Woman’s Suffrage Association.

FEMINISM
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1883

Harriet Hanson Robinson’s “Early Factory Labor in New England,” in Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor, FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT (Boston: Wright & Potter, 1883), pages 380-82, 387-88, 391-92.

EARLY FACTORY LABOR
Women in the Washington territory were granted full voting rights. Prominent suffragists traveled to
Liverpool, where they formed an International Council of Women. At this meeting, the leaders of the National
and American associations worked together, laying the foundation for a reconciliation between these two
groups.
FEMINISM

1887
Harriet Hanson Robinson’s CAPTAIN MARY MILLER. A DRAMA (Boston: W.H. Baker & Company).

CAPTAIN MARY MILLER
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1889

Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson’s EARLY FACTORY LABOR IN NEW ENGLAND.

EARLY FACTORY LABOR
Also in this year, her THE NEW PANDORA: A DRAMA (NY & London: G.P. Putnam’s Sons;
NY: The Knickerbocker Press).

THE NEW PANDORA

1890
Harriet Hanson Robinson and her daughter Harriette Lucy Robinson (Shattuck) helped the National and
American woman’s associations merge to form a National Woman Suffrage Association of Massachusetts.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton became the new national organization’s first president (the daughter “Mrs. Shattuck”
would also be active in this year in the formation of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs).
FEMINISM
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Harriet Clark, a 1st-grade teacher and then a 3d-grade teacher in Concord, proposed to Houghton, Mifflin that
she prepare a new collection of extracts from Henry Thoreau. That firm’s response, however, by Horace Elisha
Scudder, was that this wasn’t their practice and anyway it wasn’t a winning idea because Thoreau was “so
lacking in popularity.”
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Harriette Robinson Shattuck’s THE WOMAN’S MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY LAW, WITH PRACTICAL
ILLUSTRATIONS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS was printed in Boston by Lee and
Shepard.
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1898

Harriet Jane Hanson Robinson’s LOOM AND SPINDLE: OR, LIFE AMONG THE EARLY MILL GIRLS. WITH A
SKETCH OF “THE LOWELL OFFERING” AND SOME OF ITS CONTRIBUTORS. INTRODUCTION BY THE HONORABLE
CARROLL D. WRIGHT... (NY, Boston: T.Y. Crowell & Company).

LOOM AND SPINDLE; OR ...
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Mrs. Harriette Robinson Shattuck’s ADVANCED RULES FOR LARGE ASSEMBLIES; A SUPPLEMENT TO THE
WOMAN’S MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY LAW was printed in Boston by Lee and Shepard.

1911
December 22, day: Harriet Hanson Robinson died at her home in Malden, Massachusetts. After her mother’s death
Mrs. Harriette Robinson Shattuck would move with her husband Sidney Doane Shattuck from Malden to
Poughkeepsie, New York (she would later return to Malden).

1937
March 24, day: Harriette Robinson Shattuck died in Malden, Massachusetts.
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE: In addition to the property of others,
such as extensive quotations and reproductions of
images, this “read-only” computer file contains a great
deal of special work product of Austin Meredith,
copyright 2013. Access to these interim materials will
eventually be offered for a fee in order to recoup some
of the costs of preparation. My hypercontext button
invention which, instead of creating a hypertext leap
through hyperspace —resulting in navigation problems—
allows for an utter alteration of the context within
which one is experiencing a specific content already
being viewed, is claimed as proprietary to Austin
Meredith — and therefore freely available for use by
all. Limited permission to copy such files, or any
material from such files, must be obtained in advance
in writing from the “Stack of the Artist of Kouroo”
Project, 833 Berkeley St., Durham NC 27705. Please
contact the project at <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
“It’s all now you see. Yesterday won’t be over until
tomorrow and tomorrow began ten thousand years ago.”
– Remark by character “Garin Stevens”
in William Faulkner’s INTRUDER IN THE DUST

Prepared: March 5, 2013
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ARRGH AUTOMATED RESEARCH REPORT
GENERATION HOTLINE

This stuff presumably looks to you as if it were generated by a
human. Such is not the case. Instead, upon someone’s request we
have pulled it out of the hat of a pirate that has grown out of
the shoulder of our pet parrot “Laura” (depicted above). What
these chronological lists are: they are research reports
compiled by ARRGH algorithms out of a database of data modules
which we term the Kouroo Contexture. This is data mining.
To respond to such a request for information, we merely push a
button.
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Commonly, the first output of the program has obvious
deficiencies and so we need to go back into the data modules
stored in the contexture and do a minor amount of tweaking, and
then we need to punch that button again and do a recompile of
the chronology — but there is nothing here that remotely
resembles the ordinary “writerly” process which you know and
love. As the contents of this originating contexture improve,
and as the programming improves, and as funding becomes
available (to date no funding whatever has been needed in the
creation of this facility, the entire operation being run out
of pocket change) we expect a diminished need to do such tweaking
and recompiling, and we fully expect to achieve a simulation of
a generous and untiring robotic research librarian. Onward and
upward in this brave new world.
First come first serve. There is no charge.
Place your requests with <Kouroo@kouroo.info>.
Arrgh.
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